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Merchant Fleets of the World
Review of Maritime Transport 2008
Review Of Maritime Transport 2007
This annual review identifies the main developments in world maritime transport and provides world-wide statistical data. It takes a look at supply/demand equilibrium in containerized shipping, shipbuilding and shipscrapping, the development of ports, privatization and freight markets among other relevant areas. It also presents extracts of the United Nations Code of Conduct as it relates to the areas discussed.
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"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and
fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Nordic Spirit
The Processing and Marketing of Manganese : Areas for International Co-operation
Studies in the Processing, Marketing and Distribution of Commodities
This volume addresses progress in the application of solidificationprinciples to the production of aluminum alloys. Topics includemicrostructure evolution, phase formation and solidification pathanalysis, grain refinement, micro/macro-segregation, mechanicalbehavior/properties in the mushy
state, solidificationcracking/tearing, gas/shrinkage porosity formation, effect ofimpurities/trace elements, and the impact of cast structure on thesubsequent fabrication and properties of finished products. Paperson the experimental or theoretical simulation of solidificationaspects of
casting processes including direct chill casting,continuous casting, shaped casting, semi-solid processing, andother advanced casting technologies are also included, as well asexamples showing the use of solidification principles to solveindustrial problems. From
ahref="http://www.tms.org/Meetings/Annual-04/AnnMtg04Home.html"target="_blank"2004 TMS Annual Meeting/a to be held inCharlotte, North Carolina, March 14 - 18, 2004.
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